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The struggle in the arms was popular among men at all times. Now it is even impossible to
establish: to whom it first occurred to pitch the palm in the castle and try to press the opponent's
hand to the surface of the table. Thus, men could prove their strength without waving his fists. For
example, such contests were popular in medieval England. And the British know well in sports
fights.

In the story of the old man and the sea Ernest Hemingway describes a fisherman's fight named
Santiago with a huge black Slayo from Cietonagos in Casablanca tavern. The opponents spent the
whole day, tightly chazzing the palms and winds of the elbow in the table. And visitors to Taverns
made bets on the winner. Only at dawn, when tired spectators began to demand that a draw,
Santiago fisherman, collecting the last forces, caught the hand of the opponent to the table.

Probably, the struggle in the hands would remain a popular male fun, if in the middle of the twentieth
century, the journalist from California Bill Sobrenes did not take seriously for business. In 1952, he
decided to organize a handling tournament in one of the bars of the city of Petalum. Local
champions have not dreamed of large fees on big fees, most often it was the possibility of free treats
in the institution. Competitions have become so popular that strongholds were reached in California
from all over America.

Bill's business was so successful that in September 1962 he organized everything in the same town
of Petalum the first world championship. Initially, this young sport was called Rystresting. Translated
from English "Wrestling Wovers". Did not pay attention to these tournaments and television, in 1969,
the right to broadcast tournaments ABC acquires, for the fights of athletes with interest begun to
follow worldwide.

The merits of the founder of Arm wrestling Bill of the Colaters were assessed by merit: in Petalum,
at the homeland of this sport, a bronze monument was established, on which the moment of the
fight in which the collected and Davenoto was recovered.

From the side of the arm wrestling may seem like a fairly simple activity, you only need to draw your
palm with your palm of the enemy and try to force it to touch the special roller with a brush, fingers
or forearm. In fact, it is a very technically complex and traumatic sport. Traams of shoulder and
elbow joints are commonplace. And the frequency of the pulse of athletes during the fight reaches
200 shots per minute.

The most titled arm wrestler of the planet is John Brzenk from the USA. Arm Westing he carried
away at the age of 17 and after a year he became the world champion among juniors. Currently,
John is the winner of the 26th World Cups. The growth of the record holder is 185 centimeters, and
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all about 100 kilograms. In the tournaments of the highest rank, Brzenk acted even after the 50th
anniversary. Often, John declared to participate immediately in several weight categories, having
won the victories over the rivals that had a much larger weight.

Arm wrestling is not included in the Olympic Games Program. But the Russian athlete Alexey
Voevoda, several times the world champion in Arm wrestling, he moved to Bobsley, where twice (in
2006 and 2010) was the winner of the Winter Olympiads. And after the games in Sochi, he decided
to return to arm wrestling again.

The popularity of arm wrestling in the world contributed to the Sylvester Stall. In 1986, he played the
role of a hawk truck driver in the film from all his might. Hawk earns not only the fact that cargo
transports, but also successfully performs in Arm Westlers tournaments. Moreover, the stall itself is
constantly present at Arm wrestling championships.

The struggle in the arms in our country has always been popular at least than the rest of the world.
But, the status of the official sport Arm Westling did not have until the end of the eighties. In 1989,
the Soviet Union visited athletes from Canada, who conducted demonstration fights with our
athletes. The results were disappointing, only the famous Soviet weightlifter Sultan Rakhmanov,
Olympic champion of 1980 was able to win the victory. It was decided to urgently correct the
situation, the Russian Armstling Association was created, for several years our country became
among the world leaders. Already in 1992, Kazbek Zoloev became the world champion. Moreover,
he was the first owner of such a title not only among Russians, but also among Europeans. A few
decades in a row, world championship won only representatives of North America. Total in the
collection of Kazbek Zoloveeva nine golden awards of the world champion.

It was not possible to keep the monopoly in the arm wrestling, the representatives of the fine sex
began to actively invade it, it would seem that a purely male occupation. They are already involved
in the world championships. Fortunately, men and women competence are held separately.


